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Market Analysis and Outlook, Spring 2016

The seven-year-old bull is up 200%+, but the market
is little changed in past 1-1/2 years. Over that span, the
market has withstood the collapse in energy prices; the end
of the commodity super-cycle; a spike in the U.S. dollar
that has slammed U.S. competitiveness/earnings; the first
Fed rate hike in a decade; an unusually nasty presidential
race; and terrorist events in developed world. Given these
challenges, it’s hard to say if the market’s flat performance
for nearly a year and a half is a disappointment or an achieve-
ment. We retain a generally positive view of the market and
believe the recent period of flat performance rewinds the
valuation spring for further gains. The following bullet points
represent Argus’ current economic and market outlook

ECONOMY
• 4Q15 GDP shows the U.S. economy remains suscep-

tible to global commodity, energy and currency mar-
kets. But 1.4% GDP growth in 4Q15 was more resil-
ient than expected.

• Positives for GDP were personal consumption expen-
ditures (up 2.4%); housing (up 10.1%); and reduced
imports (-0.7%) as oil prices cratered.

• Negatives to GDP were corporate capital spending (-
2.1%); and exports (-2.0%).

• For 2016, we are modeling 2.4% GDP growth, in line
with 2015 GDP growth.

• The economy created 3.1 million jobs in 2014 and 2.6
million in 2015, but wage growth and the workweek
have not kept up; consumer sentiment is mixed and
unstable.

• The U.S. consumer economy is the strongest part of
the global economy, but cannot do it alone forever.
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CURRENCIES & COMMODITIES
• Economists who formerly focused on GDP, inflation

and interest rates are now obsessed with currencies,
commodities and energy prices (CC&E).

• The strong dollar is a double negative, with repatria-
tion and loss of competitiveness.

• Detriments to resource nations (Brazil, Russia, Canada)
from weak C&E prices more than offset benefits to re-
source-consumption economies (China, India).

• Rolling declines in energy & commodity prices directly
impact 10% of S&P 500 earnings but indirectly impact
additional sectors (Industrial, Technology, Discretionary).

• The recent stabilization in CC&E is fragile but hold-
ing. Oil hit bottom in January ‘16; commodity prices
bottomed in November ’15; the dollar is now at a four-
month low.

• We think industrial-economy growth can resume world-
wide as companies get used to the “new normal” of
CC&E levels.

INTEREST RATES
• Risk-on is coming back into the market, yet interest

rates remain low.

• Investors continue to pile into Treasuries; 10-year yield
low of 1.64% on 2/11/16.

• Despite rally in stocks, the long yield is stubbornly be-
low 1.8%.

• Factors keeping rates down are: global recession fears;
a safe-haven trade in an era of major European terror
events; and scarcity as the U.S. deficit (Treasury issu-
ance) is “only” $400 billion, or one-quarter peak.

(continued on next page)
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• Job growth, wage growth and rising consumer/producer
prices create inflation risks.

• Regardless of rate levels, the Fed’s job is to prevent in-
flation from running away.

• Fed would like to tighten more, though “Dot Plot” says
two hikes this year.

FED POLICY & GLOBAL CENTRAL BANKS
• The Fed is being forced to move cautiously. There is a

negative feedback loop: talk of rate hikes spikes the dol-
lar, which panics emerging economies, which leads the
Fed to pull back from rate-hike talk.

• Disconnect: Central banks worldwide are still in easing
mode, at odds with Fed policy. Central banks in Asia-Ja-
pan, UK, and Europe are using QE, currency to stimulate.

• More “new normal:” Quantitative easing, startling when
new, is now regarded as a familiar policy tool.

• The upshot is that modestly restrictive monetary policy in
the U.S. and modestly accommodative monetary policy every-
where else will largely function as “background noise.”

• This could allow investors to weigh data on its own mer-
its, in our view.

MARKET PERFORMANCE
• 1Q16 ended on a positive note, after S&P 500 hit a two -

year low at 1,829 on 2/11/16.

• The S&P 500 is now up a low-single percentage YTD,
but still below highs from May 2015.

• The blue chip market likes big cap and low beta; it is still
avoiding small cap and past high-flyers.

• Positive technical include a rising percentage of stocks
trading above 100-, 150-, 200-day SMAs.

• The MACD signals rising near-term momentum; and AIP
strategic view (internals vs. externals) is shifting toward
bullish.

• But the calendar is maddeningly consistent, and slack
mid-year months are coming. Three of the next four
months are typically negative: between June and Sep-
tember, only July is

SECTOR PERFORMANCE
• Economy-sensitive (Consumer Discretionary, Technol-

ogy, diversified Industrial) groups picked up meaning-
fully in the back half of 1Q16.

• But risk-on remains far back and will need huge outperformance
to catch front-running defensive sectors.

ECONOMIC & MARKET COMMENTARY (CONT.)

• The Utility sector is the clear market leader (14%+):
defensive; interest rate decline equates to lower yields.

• Staples (5%+): Confident consumers shift from ge-
nerics to name brands from childhood.

• Next tier (1%-4%+) is commodity-sensitive: Energy,
Materials, Industrials.

• Financials are struggling in the low-rate environment;
insurers’ combined ratios.

• Bull market leader Healthcare is a 2016 laggard: that’s
due to policy/politics and biotech.

THE ELECTION
• Hyper-nasty race is impacting sentiment, and could

weigh on the economy.

• In our experience, a divided Washington is good for
markets.

• There are risks on either side that election day could
topple the balance of power; clear party leadership (H/
S/P) is not good for markets.

• The pundit class has never been more clueless; prob-
ably no Bernie if there was no Trump.

• Historically, really disruptive policy has a hard time
getting through Congress.

• We could see Fed rate hikes in July and December
that “bookend” the November election.

• Potential policy change (immigration, trade, taxes)
impacts: Healthcare (drug pricing, ACA): medium risk.
Technology (hb1 visas, technology exports/imports):
low risk. Financial: unfunded tax policy equals a blow-
out in deficit/Treasury financing: low risk.

EARNINGS FORECAST
• For 2015, Energy EPS (-60%) and Material EPS (-45%)

pulled total S&P 500 EPS down 1% for year, to $118; ex-
cluding Energy, EPS was up in low single digits.

• Energy/Materials EPS weakness contaminated other
economy-sensitive sectors, including Industrials, Tech-
nology and Consumer Discretionary.

• We forecast 6% growth for 2016, to $125; that’s predi-
cated on stability in energy & commodity prices and
the U.S. dollar — enabling EPS comps on an apples-
to-apples basis.

• Our 10% EPS growth forecast for 2017, to $138, re-
quires CC&E stability plus a return of key growth driv-
ers led by China and the emerging world.
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ECONOMIC & MARKET COMMENTARY (CONT.)

VALUATION
• Despite real challenges to growth and currently flat earnings,

U.S. companies continue to earn at historically high levels.

• On normalized earnings (3.5-years back, 1.5-years for-
ward) of $120 and current S&P 500 prices in the 2,060
range, the market P/E is 17.2-times — not historically
expensive.

• The current earnings yield is around 5.83%. Based on
AAA bond yields (3.9%) and inflation (1.3%), the earn-
ings yield should be around 5.25%, or a justified P/E of
19.0-times.

• This suggests fair value for the S&P 500 around 2,280,
which would imply a gain of 10%-11% to reach fair value
(and the market usually over-reaches).

CONCLUSION
Bull markets do not die from old age, but rather from asset
bubbles, recession or inflation — none of which appear im-
minent. While we look for the current rally to flatten out and
possibly retrace, we see less risk of the correction-level pull-
backs seen in summer 2015 and early winter 2016.  The glo-
bal economy is showing a better tone, evinced by firming
commodity & energy prices and stabilization of the U.S.
dollar below peak levels, and signs of recovery in emerging
economies. Despite well-documented challenges, solid eco-
nomic activity and earnings fundamentals underpin the at-
tractiveness of U.S. equities. Our stock market outlook re-
mains positive.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Director of Research
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